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Eric Foster Reveals How To BHIP And Still Grow Your
401K
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The U.S. economic crisis stubbornly continues its impact on
families, with unemployment back to 7.5% and further talks into
military retrenchments. Though the home - based business and start
– up statistics continue to rise.

(Newswire.net -- May 8, 2013 ) Mesa, AZ --  As thousands of Americans
continue to battle a total loss of income, increasing personal debt and

diminishing balances in their 401K, many families have turned to home based business opportunities. There is
however no shortage of home – based business opportunities, especially those that clearly are not.

 During a recent “Second Income” seminar held by The HD Group, a senior BHIP Global Distributor, 40 people were
asked by Business Mentor, Eric Foster, how many attendees had more than one income, if any at all. The majority of
the group responded with the resulting combined score of a low 23%, revealing limited future income opportunities for
those concerned.

 In a recent interview with Brian Savic, from  IrevealTV, Eric Foster replied to the question; ”How can you help people
learn another skill, or earn a second income without the required experience?” With the following statement; “When I
was an Army Medic, we were also a single income family and I knew that was not going to cut it once the kids came.
I myself struggled and since have learnt and helped other people learn how to build their own home based businesses
and continue to benefit from multiple incomes.”

Foster went on further to say, "The secret is finding the right combination of quality products, team support and a
company focused on their consumers, which is what I finally found in BHIP Global." The frustrating thing says
Foster; “Is that while we are genuinely helping people transform their health and wealth, with patented products, such
as AC – 11 DNA Repair, there are many people peddling inferior products and empty promises. Thereby leaving
people in much need of help, confused and non-committal, when presented with a genuine opportunity. In aid of the
right information reaching people who are interested in a second income, we are providing 100 opportunities for
mentoring to candidates in our 'I Just Retired' campaign."

 The HD Group is a Senior BHIP Global Distributor that was founded by a core group of very successful and visionary
entrepreneurs. They have helped build and launch companies that have gone on to millions of dollars in sales. The
belief in success attracts success, alongside the importance of working with quality professionals with the same
determination, has allowed them to attract top level leaders, executives, & professionals from all industries. They
have recently found the biggest venture to date in launching the North America and South America markets for the
next global powerhouse. 
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